
 

Big Data Developers 

(all level of experience + Advanced English) 

 

 

For our client, we are seeking for talented and passionate Big Data Developers to be part of a team in a 

start-up company with headquarters in London and operations in Lisbon, operating Team as a Service nearshore 

from Lisbon : Big Data junior developers with minimum experience of Java and Linux, to experienced developers 

with good knowledge of Hadoop, Spark, Scala Language and Kafka. 

 

The client-company supplies talented consultants in the areas of Big Data, DevOps and Data Science to the 

UK, US and some other European countries in the Financial Services business domain.  

Consultants can either work from company’s base in Lisbon, London or at client locations. 

 

Initially, all new members must be located in Lisbon for the first 3 months since they need to attend the 

company’s Academy to obtain professional certifications required by partners; such as Cloudera, RedHat, 

Databricks and 6 technology partners. 

 

Salaries are quite competitive and they differ according to experience, from €20K per year for a junior, to 

€60K for someone with experience. On top includes a non-taxable package of Life Insurance, Health insurance 

covering spouse and children, travel allowance within Portugal to a maximum of €120 per month and Food 

Allowance of €150 per month (Travel and Food Allowance when at a client location are paid according to the locale 

leaving cost). 

 

Also, there is a very attractive funding programme, based on several protocols with Portuguese 

universities, for employees who wish to further proceed with their studies. 

 

The company will help new team member with relocation. 

 

If you are qualified and have interest in this role, please send us your resume by mail to office@business-

impact.ro with subject “Lisbon / London project”. We sincerely appreciate and thanks to all applicants; however, 

only suitable candidates will be contacted further. 
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